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Abstract. Many different types of models are used in various scientific and
engineering fields, reflecting the subject matter and the kinds of understanding
that is sought in each field. Conceptual modeling techniques in software and
information systems engineering have in the past focused mainly on describing
and analyzing behaviours and structures that are implementable in software. As
software systems become ever more complex and densely intertwined with the
human social environment, we need models that reflect the social characteristics
of complex systems. This chapter reviews the approach taken by the i*
framework, highlights its application in several areas, and outlines some open
research issues.

1 Why Social Modeling
In many scientific and engineering disciplines, the principles, premises, and
objectives of the field are embedded in and manifested through the models that are the
daily conceptual tools of the profession. The models reflect the kinds of
understanding that is sought by practitioners of the field. In software and information
systems engineering, the dominant modeling constructs have revolved around static
relationships (as in entity-relationships models and class diagrams) and dynamic and
behavioural properties (as in process models and state-based formalisms). This focus
is understandable as conceptual models are ultimately translated into data and
operations for machine execution. For a system to be successful however, it must
function within the context of its environment. As the need to model and characterize
the machine’s environment was increasingly recognized, these same modeling
techniques and formalisms have been extended to cover the world in which the
machine operates, and how the machine interacts with that world. The world was
thus largely seen through the lens of the mechanistic operations of computers.
In a keynote speech in 1997, Professor John Mylopoulos identified four main
classes of modeling ontologies that would be crucial “in the time of the revolution.”
Static and dynamic ontologies were well developed and widely adopted. Two new
kinds of modeling – intentional and social – were needed to respond to the emerging
needs of the information revolution [ 81].
Few would have predicted the way the revolution has unfolded. In 1997, the
Netscape browser was still a novelty, and the world-wide web was hardly a household
name. XML had not yet been introduced. Computer use, especially in the information
systems area, was dominated by business applications within organizations, with
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trained users in a job setting. Today computer use is all but taken for granted. RFID,
GPS, online banking and shopping are everywhere. New generations grow up unable
to imagine life without Google, Wikipedia, Facebook, instant messaging, or texting.
Back in the work world, organizations are adopting Enterprise 2.0, playing catch up
with the Web 2.0 services that their employees and patrons have already taken for
granted in their personal and social life. The revolution continues, with new
technologies and services emerging all the time – e-book readers, location-based
services, digital paper, and so on. Information technologies and systems are impacting
people’s lives in deeper ways than ever before. Every innovation has the potential to
bring benefits, as well as threats to privacy, livelihoods, and even cherished cultural
values. In principle, the possibilities for good are limitless. The concerns and risks
are also very real. What methods and techniques can software and information
systems professionals use to deal with these questions? Social modeling is more
relevant than ever before.
The i* modeling framework [ 122][ 123] was an attempt to introduce some aspects
of social modeling and reasoning into information system engineering methods,
especially at the requirements level. Unlike traditional systems analysis methods
which strive to abstract away from the people aspects of systems, i* recognizes the
primacy of social actors. Actors are viewed as being intentional, i.e., they have goals,
beliefs, abilities, and commitments. The analysis focuses on how well the goals of
various actors are achieved given some configuration of relationships among human
and system actors, and what reconfigurations of those relationships can help actors
advance their strategic interests. The i* framework has stimulated considerable
interest in a socially-motivated approach to systems modeling and design, and has led
to a number of extensions and adaptations.
This chapter aims to present an overview of the ideas behind the i* framework,
some of the main application areas, and discusses some possible future directions.

2 Premises and features of i* modeling
From the earliest days, there have been concerns about the pervasive impacts that
computing technology was having on society (e.g., [ 57]). The concerns included
humanistic, ethical, as well as pragmatic ones – as many technically sound systems
fell into disuse, or met with resistance from users [ 70]. Studies on the social impact of
computing have raised awareness and sensitivity to the potentially negative as well as
positive impacts of technology on people’s lives. However, it has been difficult to
make social understanding and analysis an integral part of the mainstream system
development process.
The i* modeling approach is an attempt to bring social understanding into the
system engineering process by putting selected social concepts into the core of the
daily activity of system analysts and designers, i.e., by adopting a social ontology for
the main modeling constructs. Social analysis would not be an adjunct to technical
analysis, but would be the basis for driving the entire system development.
To overcome the limitations of the mechanistic worldview, we shift our attention
away from the usual focus on activities and information flows. Instead, we ask: what
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does each actor want? How do they achieve what they want? And who do they
depend on to achieve what they want? In the following, we review each of the main
premises of i* [ 114][ 115], and discuss how they are manifested through the features
of the modeling framework.
2.1 Actor autonomy
We adopt as a premise that the social world is unknowable and uncontrollable to a
large extent. From the viewpoint of conventional modeling, this may seem unintuitive
and prohibiting. What is not knowable can hardly be modeled. Interestingly, this
premise provides a way out of the usual mechanistic conception of the world.
In i*, the central conceptual modeling construct is the actor. It is an abstraction
which is used to refer to an active entity that is capable of independent action. Actors
can be humans, hardware and software, or combinations thereof. Actors are taken to
be inherently autonomous - their behaviours are not fully controllable, nor are they
perfectly knowable.
This notion of autonomy is distinct from the one in artificial intelligence, where it
refers to an advanced capability to be achieved by design and technological
implementation. Autonomous agents in AI are artificial agents implemented in
hardware and software which can act on their own without human intervention. In
social modeling, we take actor autonomy to be a characteristic of the real-world social
phenomena that system designers have to contend with.
2.2 Intentionality
Although the behaviour of actors are not fully knowable or controllable, they are
nevertheless not completely random. To explain and characterize their behaviour, we
attribute motivation and intent to actors. By modeling what actors intend to achieve,
we obtain a higher level characterization without specifying their exact behaviour.
In i* modeling, we focus on intentional properties and relationships rather than
actual behaviour. By not describing behaviour directly, an intentional description
offers a way to characterize actors that respects the autonomy premise. Conventional
system modeling which offers only static and dynamic ontologies leads to an
impoverished and mechanistic view of the world. Intentional modeling provides a
richer expressiveness that is appropriate for a social conception of the world. By
attributing intentionality, we can express why an actor undertakes certain actions, or
prefers one alternative over another. An intentional ontology allows analysis of
means-ends relationships and of the space of alternatives for each actor.
Various notions of actor are included in some non-intentional modeling frameworks
and languages, e.g., in the form of stick figures in UML use case diagrams [ 85], and
swim lanes in BPMN [ 5]. These actors are not intentional or autonomous, so are
inadequate for social modeling. Recent work in goal modeling in requirements
engineering (e.g., [ 108][ 96]) have developed intentional modeling ontologies, but
have not emphasized the social dimension of intentionality. The name i* stands for
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distributed intentionality, which puts intentionality within the context of social
networks of autonomous actors.
2.3 Sociality
Social phenomena are arguably infinitely rich. The treatment that a modeling
framework can provide is necessarily limited. Conceptual modeling frameworks aim
to offer succinct representations of certain aspects of complex realities through a
small number of modeling constructs, with the intent that they can support some kinds
of analysis.
In i*, we choose to focus on one aspect of being social – that the well-being of an
actor depends on other actors. Actors depend on each other for goals to be achieved,
tasks to be performed, and resources to be furnished. By depending on some other
actor, the depender actor takes advantage of opportunities that are made available
through dependee actors. For example, my life is made easier by mechanics who are
able and willing to repair my car, even if I myself am not capable. At the same time,
as I depend on someone else, I become vulnerable to not receiving what I expect from
them. These dependencies are therefore strategic to the actors concerned because
they can be beneficial or harmful to their well-being. Actors would choose what
dependencies to have according to their judgement on the potential gains and losses
from them.
In i*, the Strategic Dependency (SD) model (Fig. 1) is a network of directed
dependency relationships among actors. A dependency link indicates that one actor
(the depender) depends on another (the dependee) for something (the dependum).
Four types of dependencies are distinguished. If the dependum is stated as an
assertion, it is called a goal dependency. The depender wants the dependee to make
the assertion true, without specifying how it is to be achieved. If the dependum is
stated as an activity, it is called a task dependency. The depender wants the dependee
to perform the task as specified by the description of the activity. The dependency
types therefore provide a way to convey the kinds of freedoms allowed in a
relationship. In a goal dependency, the dependee is free to adopt any course of action,
as long as the goal is achieved. The depender does not care how it is achieved. In a
task dependency, the dependee’s actions are confined, as stipulated by the depender.
However, since the task description can seldom be complete and in full detail, the
dependee still has freedom beyond what is specified.
A resource dependency is one in which the dependum is an entity, which can be an
information or material object. The depender wants the dependee to furnish the entity
so that it can be consumed as a resource, but is not concerned about the activity or any
problem solving that may be needed to produce the entity.
A fourth type of dependency, called a softgoal dependency, is one in which the
dependum is a quality, such as fast, cheap, reliable, secure, and so forth. A softgoal
dependency is similar to a goal dependency except that the criteria for achievement of
the quality goal is not sharply defined a priori, but may require elaboration and
clarification. Consultation between depender and dependee may be required. The
softgoal concept was first used to deal with non-functional requirements in software
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engineering [ 11]. It provides a useful mechanism for modeling many concepts in the
social world which require contextual interpretation.

Fig. 1. A Strategic Dependency (SD) Model (from [ 114])

The SD model may be contrasted with process models employing dynamic
ontologies. Unlike typical process models such as dataflow diagrams or activity
diagrams which focus on information flow or control flow, the SD model is a higher
level abstraction which depicts what actors want from each other, and the freedoms
that each actor has. The SD model therefore acknowledges the autonomy of actors in
a social world.
The SD model depicts external relationships among actors, while remaining silent
regarding the internal makeup of the actors. For example, actors may possess
knowledge that enables them to achieve goals and perform tasks, but this knowledge
is not made explicit in the SD model.
Since an actor is autonomous, it may choose not to live up to the expectation from a
depender. By analyzing the network of dependencies, one can infer that some
dependencies are more likely to be viable than others. For example, if A depends on
B for something, while B in turn has some substantive dependencies on A, directly or
indirectly, then A’s dependency is likely to be viable. Dependency failures may
propagate along a chain of dependencies. When an actor (as dependee) is committed
to delivering on a dependum, its efforts may prevent the failure from further
propagating [ 122].
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2.4 Rationality
The kinds of analyses that can be performed with the SD model are limited due to
the strong assumption about actor autonomy. The SD model focuses on external
relationships, while staying mute on internal makeup. In making sense of a social
world, we often attribute motivations and intents to actors. We construct coherent
explanations of their behaviour by relating their actions to attributed goals and
motives.
In the Strategic Rationale (SR) model (Fig. 2), we attribute goals, tasks, resources,
and softgoals to each actor, this time as internal intentional elements that the actor
wants to achieve. A means-ends link is used to connect a task to a goal, indicating a
specific way to achieve the goal. Typically there is more than one way to achieve a
goal, so a goal in an SR model prompts the question – how else can this goal be
achieved?
A task can be further specified through task decomposition links to indicate the
subtasks, subgoals, resources, and softgoals that need to be performed or satisfied in
order for the task to succeed.

Fig. 2. A Strategic Rationale (SR) Model (from [ 114])

Tasks have contributions links to softgoals indicating how they contribute to
achieving those qualities (positively or negatively, with what strength). High level
softgoals are refined into more specific softgoals through AND, OR combinations as
well as partial contributions. Softgoals help distinguish among alternate tasks that can
achieve the same goal, but differ in how they affect desired quality attributes. For
example, the goal to Keep Well can be achieved through Patient-Centred Care or
Provider-Centred Care, but the two options affect the patient’s Lifestyle and Quality
of Care differently. A qualitative reasoning procedure is used to propagate labels
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across the graph to evaluate goal achievement. When goals are not sufficiently met,
actors look for further alternatives that produce more favourable outcomes.
In attributing rationality to actors in an i* model, we are not asserting that these
actors are intrinsically rational. Rather, rationality is externally attributed so that we
as analysts can reason about their behaviour. In accordance with the autonomy
premise, the model is inherently incomplete and may well be inaccurate.
A belief is an assertion held to be true by an actor. It is useful for noting
assumptions or justifications which when revoked, should trigger re-evaluation of
affected decisions. Unlike a goal, the actor does not aim to make a belief come true.
2.5 Contingent boundaries and identities
Since we take the actor to be a modeling abstraction, its identity and scope are
determined by the modeler. For example, it is up to the modeller to model persons in
a work group individually as actors, or the entire group as an actor, or each person
supported by software tools as an actor. Each of these would offer different
opportunities for analysis. Organizations and communities acting coherently can also
be treated as actors. Actors can have selfish as well as altruistic goals.
In i*, the relationship that an actor has with other actors serves to demarcate the
boundary of the actor at an intentional level. When an actor delegates a responsibility
to another actor, the inter-actor boundaries shift accordingly.
Social modeling needs to deal with physically embodied actors such as humans as
well as abstract “logical” actors such as roles. In i*, the term agent is used to refer to
actors with physical embodiment. An agent may play multiple roles. A set of roles
typically played by one agent is called a position.
2.6 Strategic reflectivity
In conventional systems analysis, the models typically provide an operational level
description of the system, e.g., the information and control flows. The activities and
reasoning used to improve the operation of the system, e.g., how to improve
efficiency, reliability, cost, security, etc., are typically done outside of the models. An
intentional ontology, such as the use of goal models (e.g., [ 11][ 108] would make the
intentional dimension explicit, allowing trade-offs across multiple competing or
synergistic goals.
In a social ontology, such consideration and tradeoffs would be modelled from the
viewpoint of each actor. Each actor reflects upon its relationships with other actors,
and makes judgements about the merits of various configurations with respect to its
own strategic interests.
In i*, each operational configuration is typically expressed through an SD model.
The alternatives that are explored in an SR model refer to the alternative SD
configurations that have different implications for the various strategic interests held
by each actor.
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3 Social modeling for requirements engineering
In system development, requirements engineering (RE) serves as the crucial
interface between the world of the application domain and the world of computing
technology.
Much effort has been devoted to developing requirements models and languages
that can lead to precise specifications of what the system should do. A major
milestone was the recognition that requirements need to be defined in relation to the
environment [ 9][ 48]. Modeling the world was therefore as important as modeling the
machine [ 38]. The dominant ontologies for requirements modeling were static and
dynamic ontologies, centring around entities and relationships (what exists), activities
and processes (what occurs), and assertions and constraints (what holds true), e.g.,
[ 38][ 85].
When the social environment is complex, social modeling offers a new kind of
analysis that could not be achieved within the mechanistic world view of static and
dynamic ontologies. i* modeling and variants have been used to obtain requirements
in domains as diverse as air traffic control [ 71], agriculture [ 90], healthcare [ 56][ 3],
environmental sensing [ 33], e-government [ 19], submarine systems [ 89],
telecommunications [ 2], industrial enterprise [ 91], and business processes (see next
section).
Each of these environments involves many social actors with disparate interests, a
multiplicity of roles, and complex networks of relationships. Modeling the
relationships at an intentional level offers a higher level of abstraction for analysis.
Intentional modeling can also include stakeholders who have no direct information
flow or activity interaction with the operational system, such as regulators, investors,
or the general public, who may nevertheless have an influence over the system.
By identifying relationships among stakeholders using the SD model, weaknesses
in existing relationships can be revealed. The SR model provides a systematic way for
exploring the space of alternatives for achieving stakeholder goals, including different
ways of using technology systems. This type of analysis is important at the early
stages of system conception, but is not supported by conventional requirements
modeling techniques. We refer to this as “early” requirements engineering.
Intentional social modeling can be complemented with other techniques. In the
RESCUE methodology [ 72], i* is used in conjunction with scenario techniques, and
is synchronized at several stages to cross-check requirements obtained. Creativity
workshops are also used to complement the model-based techniques. The joint use of
the Goal-oriented Requirements Language (GRL, a variant of i*) and a scenario
mapping approach is also promoted in the User Requirements Notation (URN), a
newly approved ITU-T standard [ 46][ 2][ 63].
The social modeling of i* leverages the techniques developed in goal-oriented RE,
such as systematic refinement and the eventual operationalization of goals, and goal
graph evaluation [ 11][ 42]. Both the goal-oriented and social approach fall within the
category of problem-oriented RE as discussed by Wieringa [ 112], in contrast to
solution-oriented RE techniques which aim to specify the target system, e.g., IEEE
830 [ 45] and UML [ 85]. In the intentional ontology of goal-oriented RE, the
problem is characterized by a set of goals, solutions are explored and evaluated as
alternative ways for achieving the goals. In the social perspective taken in i*, there is
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no single unified view of “the problem”. Each stakeholder has strategic interests to
pursue, and they have limited knowledge of and control over each other. They seek to
advance their interests by considering different configurations of dependency
relationships.

4 Social modeling for software development
Software processes are social too. Software development is a complex social
activity. Despite advances in tools, software work continues to be labour and
knowledge intensive. Large numbers of people with specialized roles and skills
collaborate in the development and maintenance of software products and services.
Numerous approaches and methodologies have been proposed on how to organize and
guide the software process, ranging from heavily disciplined, tightly controlled
methods to lightweight “people-centred” agile ones [ 4]. Compared to other more
mature engineering disciplines, software work is still highly variable and difficult to
organize and manage. Schedule and budget overruns are commonplace, and high
quality is hard to achieve.
Various modelling techniques have been used to support software processes (e.g.,
[ 15][ 84]), with special emphases on workflow support, tool automation, and method
reuse. Few modeling methods, however, have focused on the social aspects of
software work. Social considerations such as cooperation and conflict, motivation
and rewards, responsibility and control, knowledge sharing and reuse can be critical
to the success of any software project.
i* modeling has been used to bring out the human social dimension of software
processes [ 120]. [ 8] and [ 22] provide examples of applications of social modeling to
the maintenance process in industrial settings. Knowledge management issues are
analyzed using i* in [ 39] and [ 105].
Software is social too. Having introduced social models in requirements
engineering, a more radical proposal is to use social modeling in the design and
analysis of software itself. As software is increasingly distributed and network-based,
large software systems are taking on the characteristics of social systems - being
composed of units interacting with each other with relative autonomy and on a peerto-peer basis rather than the traditional hierarchical authority and centralized
oversight. Indeed, the agent-oriented approach to software engineering is emerging as
a promising new paradigm for constructing software [ 41].
In the past, modeling methods have typically followed paradigm shifts that
originated from programming.
Thus structured analysis followed structured
programming and structured design [ 17]. Object-oriented analysis adopted concepts
from object-oriented programming and object-oriented design [ 12]. In agent-oriented
software, social characteristics are metaphorically attributed to complex software
interactions. However, social modeling as envisioned in [ 81] and exemplified in i* is
not meant to be metaphorical. Rudimentary and reductionist as it may be, the social
modeling is intended to reflect aspects of social reality, not only of artificial systems.
Complex software systems are social not only because they have characteristics that
resemble human social systems, but because they are actually driven by complex
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human social systems. A truly innovative way to reconceptualise software
development is therefore to see software as in fact social. Social modeling can be
used throughout the software lifecycle, not just at the requirements level.
Tropos. The Tropos project, initiated by Professor Mylopoulos, adopts the social
ontology of i* at the early requirements level. As the development process progresses,
features of the social ontology are retained as much as possible during late
requirements and architectural design. Detailed design and implementation are done
on an agent software platform such as Jack or Jadex [ 7]. Software components are
treated as having social characteristics. Formal Tropos combines formal techniques
such as model checking with the social model analysis of i* [ 25].
i* modeling has also been used to guide COTS package selection [ 24], database
design [ 49], data warehousing [ 88] and business intelligence [ 92]. An empirical
evaluation of the i* framework in a model-based software generation environment
was presented in [ 23].

5 Social modeling for enterprise engineering
Business processes. A common pitfall in enterprise IT is the adoption of
technology without a clear and detailed understanding of how the technology will
contribute to business goals. The business process reengineering (BPR) movement
[ 40] has been instrumental in highlighting this pitfall. The conception of a business
process served as a focal point for interaction between business analysts and IT
developers. The use of models to describe and analyze business processes became a
centerpiece in enterprise information systems engineering, so that the business can be
understood and analyzed before considering technology solutions. Most business
process modeling techniques, from flowcharts to the recent BPMN [ 5], were adapted
from system analysis, and inherit a mechanistic world view, albeit simplified to
engage business participants. Main features include information flows, activity steps,
branching and merging, etc.
Business process models that show concrete flows and behaviour are easy for
business stakeholders to validate, and provide good starting points for technology
implementation. However the static and dynamic ontologies employed only describe
what happens, but cannot be used to explain why, or to explore alternatives. Social
models such as i* can be used not only to relate business processes to business goals,
but to the goals of various stakeholders who would be affected by any change (e.g.,
customers, employees, regulators, investors, etc.) [ 119][ 121]. Taking the interests of
a full range of stakeholders into account during the redesign of a business process is
likely to lead to process innovations and technology systems that are more broadly
accepted and viable [ 56][ 3]. Social factors such as power and conflict, often the
sources of failures, can be brought in for systematic analysis as part of the system
development process. The Strategic Rationale model in i* supports reasoning about
alternate process designs and social configurations [ 121].
Compared to other socially motivated modeling techniques (e.g., [ 75]), i* attempts
a deeper social ontology [ 116], incorporating concepts such as strategic dependencies
and actor autonomy [ 16]. While social analysis using narrative text can be much
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more nuanced and therefore cannot be replaced by modeling, a model-based approach
can provide more direct and traceable linkages to system development, making such
social analysis more likely to have impact on technical system design and
implementation. Some methods that start from i* models leading to business
processes execution include [ 62] [ 59] [ 53] [ 111] [ 29] [ 60]. An i*-based method for
process reengineering and system specification is developed in [ 37].
Enterprise architecture. As information systems multiply in organizations,
systematic frameworks and approaches have been proposed to manage systems not
one system at a time, but across the entire enterprise and beyond, dealing with issues
such as interoperability and integration, governance and policy compliance.
Modelling is considered central in enterprise architecture, especially at the higher
levels of abstraction for sharing systems-related knowledge across the enterprise (e.g.,
Zachman [ 125], ToGAF [ 86]). Most of the modeling relies on existing modeling
methods, with static and dynamic ontologies. Some frameworks do emphasize the
need for the modeling of “motivation” (column 6 in Zachman [ 125]). The Business
Motivation Model, a recent OMG standard [ 83], has goals and means-ends
relationships, but does not deal with social relationships. The use of i* as intentional
social models for enterprise architecture is suggested in [ 124]. Policy compliance
using i* based concepts are proposed in [ 28] [ 95].
Business model innovations and strategic change. Many business and industry
sectors have been going through fundamental changes triggered by the Internet and
now mobile technologies. eBay, Amazon, and Dell has been leading examples. The
newspaper and publishing industries are seeing more dramatic transformations.
Conceptual modeling techniques have been used to describe and analyze business
models [ 50], typically by introducing business specific ontologies, including such
concepts as asset, revenue and value flow, channels, etc. Some prominent business
authors have promoted graphical depictions of business goals [ 52].
Social modeling can complement these models by supporting analysis of strategic
dependencies and analyzing alternative configurations that contribute differently to
strategic business goals. The complementary use of i* and the e3value business
modeling notation is outlined in [ 35]. An analysis of disruptive strategic change
appears in [ 100]. Business model analysis leading to service-oriented system design
was described in [ 66]. Business strategies of a networked value constellation were
modelled using e3value and a simplified version of i* in [ 34].

6 Social modeling for security, privacy, and trust
Computer security has long been an active area of research. Many security models
have been proposed. However, few have adopted a social perspective.
Security and privacy are ultimately human concerns. Despite advances in security
and privacy technologies, breaches and failures continue to occur. Perfect security and
privacy are acknowledged to be unattainable in practice [ 101]. Determined attackers
have been able to overcome or bypass the strongest defensive mechanisms. Often,
users themselves neglect or defeat the defensive measures when they interfere with
work routines, or are too hard to use.
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Social models allow the human issues of security, privacy, and trust to be
systematically analyzed and addressed within an engineering process. In i*, security,
privacy, and trust can be modelled initially as high-level softgoals of some actors.
Efforts to achieve them can be modelled in terms of refinement to more specific
goals, such as confidentiality, integrity, availability, unlinkability, and so forth,
eventually operationalizing them through implementable mechanisms such as
encryption, firewalls, intrusion detectors, and anonymizers.
The goals are
accomplished via a network of hardware and software as well as human roles
(security officers, network administrators, peer users, etc.) The dependencies among
actors in such networks can be analyzed for viability, such as the adequacy or lack of
reciprocal dependencies.
A social approach would recognize that security and privacy concerns are not
necessarily high on every actor’s agenda. They can be superseded by competing
goals such as cost, task urgency, or convenience. An actor-based social model can
reveal the trade-offs faced by each actor, this prompting system designers to seek
solution alternatives that respond to the actor’s overall needs and desires, not just
those pertaining to security and privacy.
i* modeling has been used to analyze and guide system design for security, privacy,
and trust [ 118][ 117][ 21][ 93][ 99]. Goals and strategies of attackers (including
insiders) can also be modelled and analyzed, to be taken into account during
requirements analysis and design [ 65][ 21].
The Secure Tropos [ 77] approach added security specific constructs and introduced
social ontology to security patterns [ 78]. Another line of work (also called Secure
Tropos) provided extensions by defining ownership, permission, and delegation [ 30].
i* has also been used as a starting point for deriving access controls [ 14]. Social
modeling based on i* were also applied to risk modeling and analysis [ 74].
In the TCD framework [ 26], i* is used to model trust in a social network, with
extensions to support quantitative simulation on actor behaviour, and changes over
time in trust, distrust, and confidence in the network. A trust management framework
which extends i* by distinguishing delegation of permission from delegation of
execution is described in [ 31]. [ 106] presents a cognitive model of trust expressed in
an adapted i* notation.
Intentional modeling ontologies, particularly goal models, have been developed for
security requirements engineering [ 11][ 109]. The goal structures in these frameworks
represent a single consolidated viewpoint, rather than distributed among multiple
autonomous actors as in social models. Social modeling extends goal-based
techniques by treating actors (such as users and attackers) as being autonomous but
interdependent. Instead of finding best solutions in a graph structure from a single
viewpoint, each actor seeks reconfigurations of social relationships that advance its
strategic interests.

7 Research issues
Social modeling, particularly in the form of i* and variations, has been explored to
some degree in research communities, mostly in the requirements engineering area.
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The preceding sections have highlighted selected work that use i* or draw upon its
basic concepts. Many have extended or adapted the basic i* framework [ 122].
Industry adoption of social modeling remains limited. Most industry projects
reporting experiences using i* or related social modeling had close collaborations
with academic researchers. Much remains to be done to make social modeling as
widespread as static and dynamic modeling.
The i* framework represents only one possible perspective on and approach for
social modeling. It is hoped that many more new frameworks will emerge to allow a
wide selection of modeling and analysis techniques, perhaps reflecting quite different
underlying premises than those presented in section 2. In the following, a sampling of
research issues arising from the i* experience will be discussed. Many of these may
be applicable to social modeling in general.
7.1 Usage contexts and methodologies
Formality. Conceptual models are abstractions which filter an understanding of
the world through the lens of a small number of predefined concepts. Formal
definition of the concepts, for example through an axiomatization in a formal
language and logic will facilitate automated inference and tool support. A high degree
of formality, however, requires specialized training and thus restricts the user
population. i* variants have ranged over a broad spectrum of formal to informal
approaches.
Most widely used conceptual modeling notations – from Data Flow Diagrams to
UML, are semi-formal, and rely heavily on graphical visual notations. Formality is
more difficult to attain in social modeling, as there is little agreement on any precise
characterization of social reality, or even its possibility and desirability.
How much formality, of what kind, for use in what context – these are crucial
research questions to pursue in order to create practical social modeling
methodologies. A simplified, fairly informal notation may be necessary to encourage
untrained stakeholder participation and interaction, while a more formal version may
be needed for greater expressive power, better tool support, larger scale projects, and
more automated analysis. A similar approach is taken in BPMN [ 5].
Domain terms. Aside from the predefined modeling constructs, linguistic terms
chosen by modellers to represent domain concepts can also present difficulties. To
reflect stakeholder perspective and promote active participation and ownership of the
models, faithfulness to the language used by stakeholder is important. On the other
hand, to facilitate analysis and to share knowledge across projects, the analyst may
need to rephrase the domain terms. In any case, where most visual presentations of
conceptual models require concise phrases to embody a concept, the choice of an
appropriate phrase that will accurately convey the intended meaning can be quite
demanding. The adoption of a project lexicon or ontology [ 6] is worth considering.
Methodologically, one may want to have different sets of models using different
domain vocabularies, e.g., one set for stakeholder participation, another for sharing
and reuse. Coordination among sets of models will be another research issue.
Lightweight natural language processing may also be helpful [ 102].
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Patterns. Creating models from scratch can be quite labour intensive. A
common solution is to build up collections of reusable models or generic patterns.
The pattern approach for i* has been explored in a number of works
[ 89][ 73][ 78][ 58]. Patterns represent generalized knowledge, so they must be recontextualized when applied to a specific situation. There are questions of validity of
a pattern, and of applicability to a specific circumstance. There is risk that reliance on
available patterns may distort analysis of the unique circumstances of a specific
situation [ 104]. i* has also been used to formalize the representation of problem
contexts, forces, and alternate solutions in design patterns [ 80].
Visual Presentation and Interaction. Graphical models rely on effective human
interpretation, interactive manipulation, and visual analysis. Their visual and
cognitive properties are emerging research topics [ 76].
One ongoing challenge in i* modeling is model scalability. i* models are
inherently networks, reflecting its conception of multilateral social relationships.
Strategic rationale models may have dominating tree structures, but softgoals can
receive contributions from all levels in the decomposition hierarchy, resulting in
general graph structures. It is therefore difficult to take advantage of hierarchical
abstraction mechanisms that provide much of the structural simplification in
traditional structured analysis techniques (e.g., [ 17]). These challenges can potentially
be overcome by inventive use of view mechanisms [ 113][ 61][ 13] or aspect
orientation [ 1].
7.2 Conceptual limitations and extensions
The reduction of a complex world into a small number of modeling concepts is
necessarily a compromise – one is faced with tough choices on what to include or
exclude. The original i* framework reflected principles described in Section 2. In
practice, some users have found i* too simple and limited in expressiveness, requiring
extensions to make further conceptual distinctions, especially in specialized areas
such as security [ 30][ 21]. Others found it too complex, electing to use subsets of the
i* constructs, e.g., [ 19][ 34][ 43]. By comparison, DFDs and ER models have 3 to 4
main conceptual constructs, whereas UML and BPMN have many more. In this
section, we consider some areas for further exploration.
Reasoning. Although the process of constructing a model can in itself contribute
significantly to understanding the issues in a domain [ 20], a deeper understanding can
be gained by analyzing the reasoning implied by the intentional structure of the
model. The SR model in i* is an explicit representation of means-ends reasoning and
contributions to quality goals, albeit inherently partial and incomplete. The SD model
provides pathways for propagating intentionality across actors.
A number of approaches have been developed for reasoning over goal models. The
NFR framework [ 11] offers an interactive procedure for propagating labels across the
NFR goal graph. Based on the link types and labels, propagation steps can be
automated if they do not require human judgment, though they can be overridden
manually if desired. Fully automated procedures have been developed [ 32], some
using assigned weights and numerical values [ 97].
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A combined use of interactive and automated methods is likely desirable.
Interactive method with a high degree of human judgement may be best suited to
early RE due to its participatory, informal nature, when the model is very incomplete
and in the process of being iteratively elaborated [ 42]. A highly interactive procedure
will engage the modeller more fully and contributes to understanding at every step.
When the models are more stable in later stages, automated evaluation of goal
satisfaction can greatly improve efficiency of the process. The semantics of goal
models is an active research topic. More empirical studies are also warranted.
Beliefs, Assumptions, Justifications. While intentional ontologies have
emphasized goals and goal-based reasoning, beliefs have not been so well
investigated. Some goal modeling frameworks have given prominence to
assumptions, justifications, and context (e.g., [ 54]). Beliefs appear in the NFR
framework in the form of claims, and are subject to the same evaluation propagation
procedure as softgoals. Further exploration of the semantics and implications for
practical reasoning and analysis are needed in the context of social modeling.
Viewpoints. As outlined in the premises, actor autonomy implies that each actor is
reasoning from its own perspective. Therefore the rationales of each actor are
modeled separately, within its own boundary scope in the i* SR model. This is in
contrast to goal-oriented RE frameworks (such as KAOS or the NFR framework)
which employ ontologies which are intentional but not social.
In the current formulation of the i* framework, this premise is only partially
supported, as the model admits only one perspective on each actor’s reasoning. This
is an oversimplification, given the premise that each actor has limited access to other
actor’s internal rationales. To fully adhere to the premise, each actor would have its
own model of every other actor’s rationales, i.e., we would need as many SR models
as there are actors, each from one actor’s viewpoint. The SR models could be the
result of modeling from interview data obtained from each actor separately. A more
elaborate methodology would provide guidelines and support for merging models,
and how to manage multiple viewpoints to benefit from inconsistencies and
disagreements in the process [ 98].
A related topic is the modeling of cross-cutting concerns. Aspect-oriented
techniques have been used to extend the expressiveness of i* [ 79] and to simplify i*
models [ 1].
Process dynamics. One fundamental question in the design of a modeling
language is the extent to which various basic ontologies should be incorporated and
how tightly they should be integrated. Under Structured Analysis, DFDs and ERDs
addressed dynamic and static ontologies quite separately. A tighter integration of the
two basic ontologies was one of the objectives of object-oriented frameworks. In i*,
the social ontology is closely tied to an intentional ontology of goals and rationales,
but dynamic and static ontologies are not explicitly incorporated.
Lack of temporal concepts is often felt to be an inhibiting factor in understanding i*
models. When i* is used to model a business process, only the social and intentional
relationships are portrayed. There is no indication of the temporal progression of the
process, no beginning or end. Separate models are needed to express the static
relationships and dynamics.
Concerns with incorporating features from other ontologies into a social modeling
framework include increased complexity, commitment to a single version of the other
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ontologies, and not being able to do justice to the other ontologies with a limited set
of features. One approach is to provide a loose coupling with an existing language or
notation that offers rich features based on other ontologies. The User Requirements
Notation (URN) brings together the social and intentional modeling of i* (in the form
of GRL) and the scenario-oriented dynamic ontology of Use Case Maps (UCM).
Mappings and linkages between the two ontologies are provided through a unified
metamodel [ 46][ 63]. However, small extensions to a social ontology for a specific
purpose can be effective. For example, [ 27] and [ 110] represent two approaches on
temporal extensions to i*, allowing process simulation. The former adds a precedes
operator, while the latter approach adopts a fuller set of procedural operators from the
ConGolog language (sequence, non-deterministic pick, test, repeat, etc.).
Evolution and Change. Most applications of social modeling are concerned about
change – how to improve the social configuration to the benefit of stakeholders. The
representation of change in i* is limited. Alternate social configurations (e.g., “as-is”,
“to-be”, “could-be”, etc.) are typically depicted in separate SD models. An SR model
can show multiple alternatives and how they contribute differently to various
stakeholders’ strategic interests, though the representation is limited by visual
complexity.
The change from As-Is to To-Be is an abrupt structural change, with no
representation or reasoning about the steps that may be needed to bring about the
change. Changes in the environment, especially gradual continuous change, are hard
to represent. Complementary use of system dynamics and social intentional modeling
is a topic to be explored. A method for using i* in adaptive system modeling has been
proposed [ 33]. Modeling strategic change is studied in [ 100].
Roles. In complex social settings, a role is distinguished from the person who plays
the role. In an organization, position occupied by a person typically covers multiples
roles. For example, a project manager runs a project, but may or may not be the
performance evaluator for employees. The distinctions are useful for separating
intentional dependencies on a role from those on the agent that plays the role, and for
identifying role conflicts. An organization can be modeled as an aggregate position,
i.e., a set of positions related via dependencies, regardless of which individual persons
are occupying those positions. Roles are also useful for analyzing security,
emphasizing a social analysis perspective [ 64][ 65][ 31].
The i* framework offers notations for distinguishing roles, agents, and positions,
and the association links between them (plays, occupies, covers), but the meanings of
these concepts are not well defined and remain open for interpretation [ 120].
Inheritance. Inheritance along a specialization dimension is an important
mechanism in conceptual models and is heavily used in static and dynamic
ontologies, especially in object-oriented modeling. Due to the premise of actor
autonomy, the usual inheritance concept does not apply straightforwardly to
intentional relationships among actors [ 64]. Some research issues are identified in
[ 68]. In general, abstraction mechanisms (such as classification/instantiation,
generalization/specialization, part-whole, etc.) that are well studied in conceptual
modeling [ 81] for static and dynamic ontologies are not yet well developed for social
modeling.
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7.3 Model management and tools
Conceptual models serve multiple purposes. They may be used to facilitate
communication – between analysts and stakeholders, among analysts, developers and
project managements, within a project or across projects within an enterprise. They
may be used to describe and understand existing situations, to uncover problems and
issues, or to explore hypothetical scenarios and potential solutions. Some models are
used in impromptu settings, such as sketches on a whiteboard. Others are meant to be
records in a repository for later retrieval or reuse.
Social models produced for different purposes may well need different kinds of tool
support and management methods. For many small scale applications of i*, general
purpose drawing tools such as Visio have been found to be adequate and flexible,
with the advantage of broad availability, and not requiring special installation and
learning.
About a dozen software tools have been developed to support i* modeling and
specialized functionalities. Several are open source, some based on the Eclipse
platform (e.g., OpenOME [ 87], TAOM4E [ 107], jUCMNav [ 51], jPRIM [ 47]).
Some have built on the programmability of general purpose tools, e.g., [ 67][ 94]. i*related tools and approaches are compared at the i* wiki [ 44] and in [ 36][ 103].
With many extensions and variations, the diversity of metamodels for i*-related
notations and tools has arisen as a challenge. Proposals have been made to reconcile
differences [ 69] and to have a common interchange format [ 10]. Integration with
other modeling frameworks using a metamodeling approach using Telos [ 82] have
been investigated [ 91][ 55]. When a model progresses through a series of versions,
version management issues arise. Merging different versions of a model has been
investigated [ 98]. View mechanisms have been studied in [ 113][ 61][ 13]. A
commercial requirements management system (Telelogic DOORS) has been used as a
repository to manage change across multiple modeling frameworks in [ 97] and [ 28].

8 Conclusions
As computing and information systems interact more intricately with the social
world, social modeling has arisen as a new area for conceptual modeling. Experiences
with the i* framework have revealed encouraging possibilities as well as many
research challenges.
Conceptual modeling is of course only one way to bring understanding of complex
social phenomena into the system design process. Techniques such as participatory
design, ethnography, and others can equally enrich the process of system design.
Conceptual modeling approaches have the potential of a more direct integration into
established system engineering methods, supporting fine-grained analysis and
traceability. As social modeling evolves, much can be gained by further exploring the
synergies between conceptual modeling methods and the rich understanding of the
human social experience from the social sciences and humanities.
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